Short-term (Fos) and long-term (FRA) protein expression in rat locus coeruleus neurons during the neurolab mission: contribution of altered gravitational fields, stress, and other factors.
Changes in immediate-early gene (IEG) expression during and after space flight were studied in the rat locus coeruleus (LC) during the NASA Neurolab mission. The LC sends widespread projections throughout the brain and releases the neuromodulator norepinephrine. LC neurons respond to natural vestibular stimulation; their firing rate also increases during waking and decreases or ceases during sleep. LC neurons express IEGs such as c-fos after activation. Adult male albino Fisher 344 rats were killed at four mission time points, and the number of Fos- and Fos-related antigen (FRA)-positive LC cells were counted in flight and ground-based control rats. Half of the subjects at each time point were exposed to light for 60 min prior to killing to standardize their sleep-waking state. FRA-expressing cells were more numerous than Fos-expressing cells in both flight- and ground-based subjects. The difference between FRA- and Fos-expressing cells within individuals was significantly larger 24 h after landing in subjects exposed to both space flight and light pulse than in all other subjects at any mission time point. Fos and FRA responses scaled in proportion to the maximum response observed in any single individual showed similar patterns of variation. Analysis of the scaled and combined responses showed that LC IEG levels responded to both gravity changes and light pulses. Subjects exposed to either single stimulus had equivalent responses, significantly greater than those of control subjects maintained in dim light. The combination of gravity change and light pulse gave significantly higher LC responses than either stimulus alone 24 h after takeoff, and to a lesser extent after 12 days in space; the highest responses were obtained 24 h after landing. By 14 days after landing, animals exposed to space flight and light pulse responded no differently than ground-based subjects. No difference in LC IEG expression was clearly attributable to changes in the sleep-waking state of subjects. Activity of noradrenergic LC neurons has been previously shown to modulate IEG expression in target structures. The increased IEG LC activity (seen most especially 24 h after landing) may reflect large-scale activation of noradrenergic neurons that may serve as a trigger for molecular changes in target structures, and be critical for adaptation to gravity changes.